XPS Parcel’s Easy Ecommerce Integration
Our web based shipping software gives you easy ecommerce integration with all of your shopping carts,
marketplaces, and e-commerce store platforms. We integrate with Etsy, Amazon, eBay, Shopify, Magento,
and more to directly ship your orders. Our software will let you access all your e-commerce platforms from a
single account without any downloads. Simplify your shipping process with XPS.

Offering the Best Shipping Rates Around

Take advantage of our ability to reduce your shipping costs. As a provider of USPS, DHL, UPS, and FedEx,
we offer the absolute best shipping rates available. When you use XPS’s shipping platform, you’ll never have
to worry about searching for the best rates across different websites. In an instant you’ll find the best
shipping rate in a single place with our side-by-side rate comparison tool. There is not an easier way to
reduce your shipping costs than with XPS.

No User Fees Is What Sets Us Apart From Others

We’re always looking out for your bottom line. Use XPS’s shipping platform without any user fees to
reduce your shipping costs even more. Using XPS’s platform without any user fees will reduce your shipping
costs and you’ll get all the benefits from your favorite carriers. With no user fees and discounted rates on
shipping and insurance, you’ll understand why our clients prefer us.

www.xpsparcel.com

(800) 407-1723

info@xpsparcel.com

The Multi-Carrier Shipping Solution
XPS’s web-based multi carrier shipping solution seamlessly integrates with your ecommerce stores,
quickly extracts incoming orders, and lets you browse multiple carriers’ discounted shipping rates. Put your
focus back on your business and let XPS save you time, money, and headaches. Leave complicated at the
door with our simple and intuitive shipping platform.

Never Get Lost Again With Live Customer Service

When you’re running a business you don’t have time to wait for a response. That’s why we provide our
users with live customer support. Our highly trained experts will get you answers to your questions right
when you need them. Open a live chat, send us an e-mail, or give us a call when you need help. We’re here to
make your life easier:

No User Fees Is What Sets Us Apart From Others

We’re always looking out for your bottom line. Use XPS’s shipping platform without any user fees to
reduce your shipping costs even more. Using XPS’s platform without any user fees will reduce your shipping
costs and you’ll get all the benefits from your favorite carriers. With no user fees and discounted rates on
shipping and insurance, you’ll understand why our clients prefer us.

Use XPS Shipping –– Free Forever

XPS’s shipping platform is the perfect solution for your business to lower shipping costs and remove the
frustration from your shipping process. The best part about our software is that it’s completely free to use.
No hidden charges or transaction fees. We like to keep things simple. We have one plan. Did we mention
there are no user fees? Get all the benefits of a powerhouse shipping platform without any of the costs.
 Unlimited Free Plan

 Unlimited Stores/channels

 Unlimited Shipments

 USPS, FedEx, UPS & More.

 Live Chat, Email, Phone

Simply the Lowest Rates Around
Reduce costs and drive profitability with XPS. Gain access to discounted rates and easily price shop among
major carriers. As a provider of USPS, DHL, ups, FedEx and more we provide the absolute best possible rates
on domestic and international shipping save even more with our rate comparison tool to find the best rate
available at a glance. With XPS, you know you’ll be getting the best rate every time.
 Discounted shipping rates

 Discounted shipping insurance

 Lowest rates for USPS and international
shipping

 Rate comparison tool
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All of Your Accounts in A Single Place
We’re bringing you full integrations with an ever-expanding list of shipping accounts, marketplaces, and
store platforms, all together in one place. Integrate with and ship orders from Etsy, Amazon, Magento,
Shopify and more, all with a single login. No more printing FedEx labels from one platform, ups labels from
another, and USPS labels from yet another platform. You’ll be up and running in no time shipping your
orders and saving money like a pro.
 Fully integrates with many storefronts, marketplaces and shopping carts
 Automated real time order retrieval
 All orders in one place with one login
 Quick and simple order import
 Multiple users working simultaneously without redundancies

Ship Faster Simpler
Our shipping platform is designed to streamline your shipping process to get your orders out in in the
most timely and efficient manner. Quickly import orders and print labels in just a few clicks.
 Ship in minutes

 Scale integration

 Quickly upload full lists and orders

 Batch printing

 Flexible label printing – including
pick and pack lists

 No tedious copying and pasting
addresses

Shipping from the Cloud
Our web based shipping platform operates from the cloud so there’s nothing you have to download or
install to get starting shipping. Simply login form any modern browser anywhere you are and get back to
work. Compatible with all modern browsers, no software downloads for instant access wherever you are.

 ECOMMERCE PARTNERS

 SHIPPING PARTNERS

 AMAZON

 UPS

 EBAY

 FEDEX

 SHOPIFY

 US POSTAL SERVICE

 BIGCOMMERCE

 DHL

 MAGENTO

 STAMPS.COM

 ETSY

 EXPRESS1
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AMAZON (eCommerce Partner)

XPS shipping software connects directly to your Amazon Seller Central account through our API.
With our Amazon shipping integration, we’re taking the time out of the shipping process and giving
it back to you. We make it easy to import your orders, compare rates, create and print labels, and
update the online status on every order.

Keep Your Seller Rating High

Your seller rating is important to you and your customers. To keep your seller rating high, you need to
constantly update your merchant account with the carrier name, shipping method, and tracking ID for 2day, next day, and expedited shipments. This can be a time consuming process that takes your away from
your business. XPS streamlines this process and automatically syncs this information back to your
Merchant account without any manual data entry. Keep your seller rating high, your buyers happy, and
get more time to be productive with XPS Shipping.

XPS Supported Shipping Features for Amazon





No user fees without restrictions on shipping volume, stores, channels, or carriers
Deeply discounted USPS, UPS, FedEx, DHL shipping rates
Import Amazon orders in real time or on a schedule
Easy batch label printing for Amazon orders
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EBAY (eCommerce Partner)

Our integration with eBay is designed to put time and money right back into your hands. XPS
gives you powerful and easy to use tools to help streamline your shipping process. A single login
connects eBay to your account to instantly see all of your orders, import all your sales, and batch
print your shipping labels. Our intuitive interface is designed around our users. With our superior
live customer support, in just a few minutes you’ll be all set up and ready to go.

XPS Supported Features For eBay









Use XPS’s integration with eBay without user fees or hidden charges
We support eBay Auctions

Easily print single or batch labels and packing slips
Best available discount on USPS shipping

Web based platform means you can handle your shipping anywhere

Automatically update eBay with tracking numbers & confirmed shipped status
Send delivery confirmation tracking emails to customers automatically
Multi-carrier shipping with USPS, UPS, FedEx, and DHL
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SHOPIFY (eCommerce Partner)

Improve the way you do your Shopify shipping with XPS’s web-based shipping integration. We
connect directly to Shopify to give you all the features you love about Shopify and combine it with
the time and cost savings of XPS. Together, we’ll help you efficiently streamline your orders so you
can spend less time shipping and more time being productive.

Get the Best Rates Anywhere

Whether you’re a small or large merchant, there are no user fees to use our web-based
integration. With XPS you get access to deeply discounted USPS rates with no restrictions on
volume, stores, channels, or carriers. Take the hint from us and use XPS to get the best rates on your
packages and keep all the features from Shopify you love.

XPS Supported Features For Shopify







No user fees or hidden charges to use XPS’s Shopify integration

Import Shopify orders and batch print shipping labels in just one click
Automatically update order status and tracking numbers

In real time assign shipping preferences and delivery options

Send delivery confirmation tracking emails to customers automatically
Multi-carrier shipping with USPS, UPS, FedEx, and DHL
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BIGCOMMERCE (eCommerce Partner)

Bigcommerce directly integrates into our web based shipping software for the most complete
shipping solution. With XPS you’ll increase efficiency by automating and reducing the time spent on
repetitive tasks. All of your orders are automatically downloaded and imported with your
customer’s full information so you can easily and quickly create all of your discounted USPS, UPS,
and FedEx shipping labels. Our robust shipping software allows you to batch print your shipping
labels without any manual data entry. XPS streamlines your order fulfillment and shipping process
into a single user-friendly platform. Reclaim your time by making shipping simple with XPS.

XPS Supported Features for Bigcommerce









No user fees with no limits on shipping volumes

Create and batch print shipping labels, packing slips, and invoices
Automatically import orders and configure shipments

Assign rules for shipping preferences and delivery options

Real time order updates with tracking and shipping information

Send delivery confirmation tracking emails to customers automatically
Multi-carrier shipping support with USPS, UPS, FedEx, DHL and more
Multi-store / channel support (even multiple Bigcommerce stores)
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MAGENTO (eCommerce Partner)

XPS directly integrates with your Magento storefront to import, ship and update all of your
orders in just a few clicks. We’ve streamlined the shipping process with Magento. Our advanced
web based integration connects to your Magento account to quickly import all of your orders and
quickly create and print discounted shipping labels for USPS, FedEx, DHL, and UPS. You’ll save more
than ever with our Magento shipping integration.

Discounted Shipping Rates

There’s not a better way to save on costs than with XPS. Through our strategic partnerships with
your favorite carriers we are able to offer the best possible rates on shipping. We offer the bestdiscounted rates on USPS priority and express shipping with discounted insurance. In addition,
through our carrier rate comparison tool, you’re able to view the different rates side by side to
easily pick the best rate.

XPS Supported Shipping Features for Magento




Use XPS’s integration with Magento without user fees or hidden charges
Direct full auto import from Magento

Updates your Magento account with tracking numbers, confirmed shipped status and
Method of shipping
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ETSY (eCommerce Partner)

You get easy Etsy integration with our shipping software with just a single login. XPS downloads
your Etsy orders and allows you to easily import your orders, create shipping labels, and update the
status of each order in just a few clicks.

Ship Faster with XPS

Processing and shipping your Etsy orders can be time consuming. So we designed our shipping
platform with you in mind so you can spend less time shipping and more time selling. Our userfriendly interface was designed to simplify the ordering process by eliminating repetitive tasks.
With our intuitive interface and unbeatable customer support, you’ll be up and running in just a few
minutes.

Time and Cost Effective Shipping

When your orders are imported into XPS you get access to the best possible USPS rates, enhanced
reporting and visibility, batch processing, and more. All the benefits of a robust powerhouse
shipping software with zero user fees and no restrictions on volume, carriers, or store channels.
There’s not a better Etsy shipping integration to get you back to selling than XPS.
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UPS (Shipping Partner)

XPS Shipping is an approved UPS partner to give you a direct integration into your marketplace
seller accounts. This means you can do all of your UPS shipping through our software without
having to switch to different websites or programs. We’re working hard to make the shipping
process as easy and as fast as possible so you can get back to selling. We make it easy to seamlessly
attach your UPS account to see your discounted UPS rates and print certified UPS labels. Take
advantage of our powerful shipping software with zero user fees with no limits on volume, stores,
channels, and carriers. Take control of your shipping process with XPS.

XPS Supported Features for UPS






UPS discounted rates

Assign custom mapping and rules

Sync order and carrier information

Directly print shipping labels from your orders
Multi-carrier support
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FedEx (Shipping Partner)

Connect out shipping software directly to your FedEx account. You’ll get access to our advanced
features for FedEx shipping. Our software supports both domestic and international shipping for
streamlined labeling and documentation. Sync updates back in real time to your stores and your
customers with order tracking numbers and status updates. You’ll be able to access negotiated
shipping rates directly in our platform. From Amazon to Etsy, eBay, Shopify, and more, XPS will help
you streamline your shipping and fulfillment process. Get all these features and more with zero user
fees, no limits on volume, stores, channels, or carriers. Save more and do more with XPS.

XPS Supported Features for FedEx








Domestic and international shipping
Negotiated rates

Batch processing

Assign mapping and rules to your customers

Sync order and carrier information to your store and your customers
Multi-carrier support
Label customization
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USPS (Shipping Partner)

XPS is an official partner with the USPS. This means we can offer you absolute best discounted
USPS shipping rates for priority mail or international. We are also directly integrated with
Stamps.com and Endicia to easily bulk process your orders, print your USPS postage labels, and
more.

Save time with our Stamps.com & Endicia Shipping Integrations

Our integrations allow you to save time and increase your efficiency by giving you the ability to
print shipping labels without having to manually entering in order data. Our goal is to help you
eliminate repetitive tasks that are keeping you from focusing on your business.

XPS Supported Features for USPS







Big savings on USPS rates and discounted insurance
No user fees or hidden charges to use XPS to save
Access all USPS mail classes

Directly integrated with Stamps.com and Endicia

No manual data entry with auto downloads or CSV uploads to import orders
Batch print USPS shipping labels
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DHL (Shipping Partner)

XPS seamlessly integrates with DHL Global Mail as a carrier partner. Our integration with DHL,
through Stamps.com or Endicia, directly connects to your marketplace, and ecommerce website to
auto-import your orders in real time. We make printing out labels across different carriers and
ecommerce platforms easy and efficient. Take control of your shipping process by assigning rules to
map shipments to DHL or other carriers and print out labels in bulk.

International

We also support international shipping and mailing services at fast and dependable delivery at
reduced shipping costs. If you have an existing ecommerce shipping account, it’s easy to connect it
to XPS with our intuitive interface. Take your business sales across borders easier than ever before
with XPS.

XPS Supported Features for DHL






Best available rates for USPS for flat rate, priority, and expedited shipping
Negotiated rates for FedEx and UPS

No manual data entry with auto downloads or CSV order uploads
Multi-carrier support with USPS, UPS, FedEx, and DHL
Batch print shipping labels
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Stamps.com (Shipping Partner)

XPS is partnered with Stamps.com, the leading provider of USPS postage, to give you a way to
print your own stamps and shipping labels in seconds. Through our user friendly and intuitive
interface, you’ll be able to easily print shipping labels for your orders without having to manually
enter data into other applications. In just a single click, XPS will sort and send all of your order
information to Stamps.com and your carrier preference. Our software also keeps your tracking
numbers, and confirmations in a single location to be easily managed. With XPS streamlining your
shipping process, you can do everything you need to in a single place.

XPS Supported Features for Stamps.com







Access to all USPS mail classes domestic and international
Flat rate pricing
Hidden Postage

International customs forms and documentation are supported
com USB scales are supported

Live chat, email, and phone support
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Express1 (Shipping Partner)

Our partnership with Express 1 gives all of our users the easiest and most efficient way to save
money on USPS Overnight, Priority Mail, flat rate boxes and envelopes in just a few clicks. Express 1
is the official government partner with the USPS’s Overnight and Priority 2-3 day small package
services. You’ll know exactly how much your actual cost is when the package leaves with no hidden
surprise surcharges for fuel and residential or rural delivery. XPS is fully integrated with Express 1
to provide the best possible savings for your business.

Automatic Savings

Express 1 is able to provide discounts for any sized business regardless of volume. In the past
these discounts were only offered to high volume shippers with long-term contracts. Now any
business, including yours, is able to take advantage of these substantial shipping discounts
regardless of business size or shipping volume through XPS. Sign up for XPS and start saving on
your shipments immediately.

XPS Supported Features for Express1




Discounted Rates and FREE USPS Tracking ™
Free shipping supplies to your door
Free delivery confirmation
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Endicia (Shipping Partner)

Eliminate the time consuming trips to the post office. XPS’s web based shipping platform is fully
integrated with Endicia to offer electronic USPS postage. Our Endicia integration is seamlessly
applied to our web based software to give you the best user experience and everything you need to
streamline your shipping process in one place. It’s easy to attach your existing account to XPS to
start importing orders directly from your marketplaces, print labels in bulk, and ship your orders in
just a few clicks.

Go International

XPS supports Endicia’s international shipping solution that allows you to reach more than 200
countries. Have the ability to print pre-filled electronic custom forms that are required by each
country simpler and faster than ever before in the XPS platform.

Discounted Postage

Endicia helps you save big with discounts on USPS Priority Mail and Priority Mail with additional
discounts to USPS tracking and insurance. We’ll help you fulfill your orders; keep your customers
happy all while saving you money and time.

XPS Supported Features for Endicia



Access to all USPS mail classes available

Discounts on USPS Priority Mail and Priority Mail Express
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USPS tracking

Domestic and international shipping

Automated creation of custom forms and documentation
Batch print pre-paid customized USPS shipping labels

Responsive support with live chat, email, and phone support
Stealth postage

Superior customer service with live chat, email and phone support

Enjoy your savings!

Steve Jones

Schedule a Live Demo Today!
www.xpsparcel.com

Stephen Jones
Director of Business Development
XPS PARCEL, LLC
Direct: (240) 876-7152
Office: (800) 407-1723 ext 803
stevej@xpsparcel.com
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